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President’s Message

Ashley Catrett, President
Dr. Brenda Rickett, President-Elect

As William Faulkner said, “never
be afraid to raise your voice for
honesty and truth and compassion
against injustice and lying and
greed. If people all over the world...
would do this, it would change the
earth.” Working collaboratively
with others who do not know
education like we do is of great
Ashley Catrett
importance. Education leaders
President
have the daunting task of leading
Crenshaw County not only those inside education, but
also those who are on the outside
looking in. AASCD leaders are working to do just that.
Ronn Nozoe, ASCD Associate Director joined us for
our Board Retreat in September, setting the stage for
an amazing year of collaboration for greater advocacy
efforts. As a result of his visit, AASCD leaders will
now meet with David Griffith, ASCD Senior Director
of Public Policy in December, to further develop our
plan of advocacy. We look forward to be more active
at both the state and federal level. In January, Jane
Cobia, Brenda Rickett, Mitchie Neel, and I will travel
to Washington, D.C. for the ASCD Leadership Institute
for Legislative Advocacy (LILA). We will join fellow
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educator advocates to hear from nationally renowned whole child advocate and education policy
experts, get the latest federal education policy news from key insiders, and visit federal lawmakers
on Capitol Hill to discuss education policies and issues that affect our work. AASCD is committed
to advocacy. Are you? After all, you are the expert. We encourage you all to reach out, speak up,
and be an advocate for education.

Upcoming Professional Growth
Opportunities
Information and registration is located at
www.clasleaders.org/PD/events
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Lunch & Learn: Bridging Communication Between School
& Community: An Award-Winning District’s Story (Online
Webinar)

1-2

10

Leadership Institute: Classroom Management: Developing
Your Own Bag of Tricks
Mobile, AL

7

Culture Change: Lead the Way (Day 1)
Montgomery, AL

11

Leadership Institute: Classroom Management: Developing
Your Own Bag of Tricks
Prattville, AL

7

Lunch & Learn: Fitting It All In: Balancing Work and Life
(Online Webinar)

12

Leadership Institute: Classroom Management: Developing
Your Own Bag of Tricks
Huntsville, AL

8-9

Assistant Principals Conference
Prattville, AL

21

Aspiring Administrators Conference
Montgomery, AL

14

Leadership Institute: Leaders of Your Own Learning
Mobile, AL

2526

Assistant Prinicpals Conference
Orange Beach, AL

15

Leadership Institute: Leaders of Your Own Learning
Prattville, AL

16

Leadership Institute: Leaders of Your Own Learning
Hoover, AL

22

Law Conference
Birmingham, AL
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Assistant Principals Conference
Huntsville, AL

Executive Director’s Report
Building Bridges
for Success
This is the season when many
thoughts turn to being thankful
for: living in America, having
good friends and supportive
families, access to plentiful
food and comfortable lodging,
a good education,
high
Dr. F. Jane Cobia
quality healthcare, and work
Executive Director that intrigues and inspires us.
AASCD
That said, the question is just
how do we ensure that we as
teachers and administrators are providing a safe and
challenging learning environment for those entrusted
to our care at school??
The issue is not just of providing the materials,
resources, expertise, and human capital --- the issue
often is one of helping at-risk youth develop essential
and coping skills, such as resilience. Resilience is
defined in the Merriam Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary
as: the ability to become strong, healthy, or successful
again after something bad happens. As we learn more
about those with whom we work and teach, I believe
this is really an area that requires our attention.
“A growing body of evidence points to one common
answer ---- Every child who winds up doing well has
had at least one stable and committed relationship
with t supportive adult. The power of that one strong
adult relationship is a key ingredient in resilience – a
positive, adaptive response in the face of significant
adversity according to a new report from the National
Scientific Council on the Developing Child, a
multidisciplinary collaboration chaired by Harvard’s
Jack Shonkoff. Understanding the centrality of that
relationship and other emerging findings about the
science of resilience gives policymakers a key lever
to assess whether current programs designed to help
disadvantaged kids are working.”
- The Science of Resilience, Bari Walsh, March 2015
At FILC in October, several speakers addressed this

very topic. They offered insight into the kinds and
types of associations that students need and talked to
the point of how to get them connected with that caring
and supportive adult. From the key note addresses
to session presentations to inspirational comments,
the message resounded with me that educators must
continue to help others develop ways to build resiliency.
Plans for Alabama ASCD actions include: involvement
with math study, pilot project with ASCD, Standards
Summit --- April 2017 with a new twist, and Emerging
Leaders activities. Conversations and community
sharing will continue with professionals in other states
and provences.
So, as we move into the period of thanksgiving, we
perhaps should reflect and evaluate our choices with
regard to STEM, Professional Learning opportunities,
the core standards for math and literacy, and the
relationships we so value. One key area of focus for
AASCD will be the Whole Child and the enhancement
of essential skill sets.

AASCD Experiences Slight Membership Decline
Recently, Alabama ASCD experienced a 2.2% decline in membership compared to 9.3% growth in 2014-2015. The
2014-2015 membership boom resulted in two additional representatives on the CLAS Board of Directors for a total
of six AASCD Directors.
Early membership reports for
2016-2017 total 551 members
through October. December
2015 membership totaled 583
putting AASCD on the hunt for
32 members by December 2016.
Once this goal is achieved, we
will be on target to maintain
and possibly surpass the 20152016 final membership numbers.
Regional representatives are
working diligently to recruit new
members and encourage former
members to finalize renewals. We can all help with this endeavor by sharing the unique benefits of Alabama ASCD
membership.

Membership Benefits
With the scrutiny facing public education, instructional leaders need guidance in curricular decision making
and implementation. AASCD is positioned to provide that support. The following opportunities are offered for
instructional leaders:
• Fall Instructional Leadership Conference

Networking with and learning from SDE, state, and national curriculum leaders

• Spring Standards Summit

Learning from the expertise of local leaders and national Common Core specialists

• Representation on CLAS Board of Directors

Ensuring CLAS’ focus on curriculum and instruction

• Networking with Alabama’s Instructional/Curriculum Leaders

Maintaining regular communication with growth minded Alabama leaders

• Quarterly Newsletter

Sharing current news, timely reminders, and training opportunities

• National Lobby for Instructional/Curricular Concerns

Communicating our needs and concerns with national policy leaders

• Student Membership

Networking with peers prior to professional employment

• Awards and Recognitions

Receiving acknowledgement as an Outstanding Curriculum Leader, Emerging Leader, Whole Child Advocate

Spread the word about Alabama ASCD to your colleagues today. Share the story of our growth and how our
organization can make a difference for them and their instructional leadership. For more information, contact
Vicky Ozment, Vice President of Membership, at vozment@tcboe.org.
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2016 Fall Instructional Leadership Conference Recap
Many times I’ve gone to a
conference and left feeling
a little empty – wondering
if those professional development dollars could have
been better spent. However, this was not the case
with the AAESA/AASCD
Fall Instructional Leadership Conference 2016. The
conference stayed true to its
Donna Ash
theme
“Real World Leaders:
Elementary Curriculum
Topics that Matter Most,”
Director
Phenix City Schools
providing timely information to support leaders in
a time of constant change. Whether you are a
teacher leader in the making such as those from
our 2nd student chapter of AASCD (Sanford University), principal, or district personnel supporting
curriculum and instruction in the schools, there
was something for everyone. For those of you who
were unable to attend, here are a few highlights.
The conference began bright and early Monday
morning with children of course. The Magnolia Elementary School Choir of Trussville City
Schools treated conference attendees with a beautiful medley of patriotic songs that would make any
American proud. Participants were then entertained and challenged with the songs and teachings
of former teacher, principal, and Superintendent
Dr. Ed Nichols. Here are a few tweets that participants made throughout this keynote address:

@AlabamaASCD
Find time in your schedule to do the things you want to do
@pchaps93
Goals & your time. #specifics #actions
@dooley_natalia
Do you make time and set goals for all your roles - professional
and personal? Principal, mom, teacher, daughter...?

To say the least, Dr. Nichols
certainly had the crowd thinking about how we spend our
time as leaders and what we
can do to make the most of the time we have. 5

In addition to the focus on time and schedules, I
particularly found the section on Myths of Motivating Your Team to be very insightful. I and many
others tweeted out a screenshot of the 6 myths - If
you’d like to see them, find me on twitter @DonnaAsh1913. I believe that @AAESACLAS recapped
it best when they tweeted, “Motivating people
comes from the heart, not the head.” Regardless
of individual thoughts regarding the information
presented, the one thing that I’m sure everyone
could agree on was that Dr. Nichols and his songs
of life in public education were most entertaining.
Tuesday’s keynote from Baruti Kafele had everyone
with a heart for children
wondering “Is My School
a Better School BECAUSE
I lead it?” This question
was tweeted many times
over and permeated conversations throughout the
remainder of the conference, which also included
dynamic breakout sessions. From STEM to
“Flipped Faculty Meetings” to Breakout EDU
(my personal favorite), these sessions engaged and
empowered. After 2 days of power-packed professional development, Wednesday’s Speaker of the
hour, Pam Allyn, did not disappoint and had leaders standing in long lines after the closing general
session to purchase her new
book “Every Child A Super
Reader: 7 Strengths to Open a
World of Possible.” Yes, FILC
2016 was one for the record
books! Don’t miss it next
year..

Enterprise City Schools’ Dr. Patrick Cain
Honored as Emerging Leader
Three years ago, the Alabama ASCD Board decided to create an award that would honor educators who
have shown leadership through their contributions to the profession early in their educational careers and
possibly from the vantage point other than an administrator. The goal is to recognize and build leadership potential in young educators. This is the fourth time Alabama ASCD has given this award called the
EMERGING LEADER AWARD.
The award is presented to an emerging leader who is in the first 15 years as an educator, and who has already made a significant contribution to the field. Like the Outstanding Curriculum Leader award, this
award is presented twice each year.
The winner of the Emerging Leader Award for Fall, 2016 is Dr. Patrick Cain. In his 13-year career as
an educator, he has served as a math teacher, math department chair, middle and high school assistant
principal and principal, adjunct graduate course instructor, and most recently as director of secondary
instruction and director of human resources, curriculum and community outreach for Enterprise City
Schools.
In his short tenure in Enterprise, he has implemented several new Career Tech programs to benefit the
students in Enterprise, including Project Lead The Way and the Aerospace Aviation Pipeline Initiative through a partnership with Fort
Rucker and the U.S. Space and Rocket Center.
Dr. Cain has made numerous presentations and publications around
the state in the areas of STEM, grant writing, inclusion, and middle
school transitions.
Enterprise
City
Schools’
Superintendent,
Dr.
Camille Wright, says of him, “In the two years he has
been in Enterprise, he has accomplished amazing results . . . in the
first months, he demonstrated a unique ability to relate to students
and initiated numerous positive changes . . . he has the unique ability
to bring people together from diverse backgrounds, experience levels,
and perspectives to reach a common goal for the benefit of students.”
Alabama ASCD is grateful for educators like Dr. Patrick Cain
and is proud to recognize him as an Emerging Leader!
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Cheryl Morrow Named Alabama ASCD’s
Outstanding Curriculum Leader for Fall 2016
Twice each year, in the spring and fall, AASCD recognizes a member of the education community as
an Outstanding Curriculum Leader. The nominations for the award come from peers who work with
extraordinary people from all over Alabama. The winner is selected based on his or her work with curriculum and instruction in a school or district capacity, or other educational agency.
The winner for Fall, 2016 is Ms. Cheryl Morrow, assistant principal of Hillcrest High School in Tuscaloosa
County Schools. Ms. Morrow is relatively new to the position of assistant principal but has a long and
substantial history of contributions to curriculum and instruction across Alabama. She served as a high
school government and economics teacher for 29 years as well as an adjunct instructor for both community colleges and 4-year universities for most of those years. She has also provided online instruction as
an ACCESS teacher for 10 years.
Outside the classroom, Ms. Morrow has been a mentor for many new teachers; has presented for local,
state, and national organizations and conferences for economics education; has served as a textbook reviewer, curriculum reviewer, and grant reviewer for economics and financial literacy; and has published
many articles online and in print. In 2009, Cheryl Morrow was selected as the District IV Secondary
Teacher of the Year.
She served as a School Instructional Leader for two years at
Spain Park High School and is currently assistant principal for
Curriculum and Instruction at Hillcrest High School, where
she has launched both reading and math literacy programs, a
character education program, a student peer helping program,
a teacher peer observation process, and began a curriculum
and instruction newsletter for teachers at Hillcrest.
Two colleagues from Hillcrest who nominated her expressed
their appreciation and admiration for her: “She has worked
tirelessly to enhance what we already had in place and to implement new curricula, strategies, and instructional tasks to
help us grow . . . she is proving to be devoted to stellar instruction and novel curriculum advances by rewarding teachers
who want to challenge the status quo.”
Alabama ASCD is proud of Ms. Cheryl Morrow!

Join Alabama Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
and be a part of the state’s only professional organization
totally dedicated to instructional excellence!
Visit https://alabamaascd.org/membership/ to join today!
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Florence High School Named Recipient of
Alabama ASCD’s Whole Child Award
AlabamaASCD named Florence
High School as the first recipient
of the AlabamaASCD Whole Child
Award at its Fall Instructional Leadership Conference Awards Luncheon on October 25th in Birmingham. The award recognizes schools
that take innovative actions to meet
the needs of the whole child by focusing on the ASCD whole child
tenets: healthy, safe, engaged, supported, challenged. The nomination
highlighted Florence High School’s
12 for Life program, a partnership between Florence City Schools and Southwire Cable
Wire Manufacturer that targets at-risk students. The 12 for Life components address multiple student needs to ensure the students served in the program graduate with the vision
and skill set needed to be successful in life. In addition to being employed and working a
daily 4-hour shift for competitive wages, students receive academic instruction on-site and
during the summer, participate in personal development training, and learn to live healthy
lifestyles. Students set goals for academics, attendance, and behaviors and attitude. Business leaders and employees mentor and train the approximately 115 students while staff
members from Florence City Schools provide academic and career counseling. Students
develop a standard of personal accountability that includes teamwork, self-control, and
positive decision-making. Data reflect the program’s success with fewer student absences,
minimal discipline infractions, a 100% senior graduation rate for four consecutive years,
95% employment/postsecondary rate for graduates, and approximately $50,000 awarded
in student scholarships. The program continues to expand with new business and postsecondary partners and greater student interest. (Photo credit: www.12forlife.com)

Who is ASCD?
• Grading Practices & Standards based grading
• Effective classroom management
• Challenging student behaviors
• Technology in teaching, leading, and learning
• Project-Based Learning
• Reading proficiency
• Equity in Learning Conditions
• Effective Feedback

ASCD is a global nonprofit, nonpartisan organization
dedicated to excellence in learning, teaching, and
leading. Founded in 1943, the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development (doing
business as ASCD),represents more than 125,000
educators from 128 countries and nearly 52 affiliate
organizations. The organization is headquartered in
Alexandria, Virginia with Regional Partner Managers
(RPMs) stationed around the nation to address client
concerns.
ASCD offers schools/districts a variety of
professional learning services across a deep collection
of topics relevant to successful and effective learning
environments. Topics are not limited to but include
everything from curriculum development, data use,
and technology integration to leadership, literacy,
and assessment practices and policies. Examples of
frequently requested topics around which ASCD can
offer rigorous research-based content include:
• Poverty and equity
• Teacher leadership
• Leadership for School and District Administrators
• Differentiated instruction
• Response to Intervention (RTI)

ASCD also help schools and districts reflect critically
on social-emotional concerns, including challenges
to student and family engagement, motivation, and
resiliency. They select research-based content for all
of these offerings from a collection of more than 300
books, Educational Leadership articles, white papers,
and other sources.
In addition to a large menu of professional learning
topics, ASCD’s team can also deliver content in a variety
of formats, depending on topic and other factors.
Common methodologies include: face to face interactive
workshops, instructional coaching, leadership
coaching, virtual learning, web-based professional
development courses, book studies, etc. Many ASCD
utilize ASCD’s selected learning management platform
for productive, virtually driven book study dialog.
ASCD’s RPMs, in partnership with organizational
content experts, work closely with schools to design
highly creative, customized professional learning
options with engaging methodologies that fit the adult
learner’s needs.
To support all of these services ASCD also offers webbased professional learning courses than are purchased
on a per-school or per-person subscription basis.
Such programs include PD in Focus and PD Online.
Information about these products is available online at
(http://www.ascd.org).
If you are interested in ASCD professional learning
services and supports for your team, reach out to me:

• Special Education and Inclusion practices

• Addressing the needs of English Language Learners Walter Watts
Regional Partner Manager
• Building academic language/academic vocabulary (601) 540-3655
walter.watts@ascd.org
• STEM focused strategies
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Teaching for Rigor
Many of us have recently
attended the state department sponsored CCRS
workshops in our region.
The emphasis is on rigor in
the classrooms and how we,
as instructional leaders, can
support the increased rigor.
So, what is rigor: “Rigor is
creating an environment in
which each student is expected to learn at high levels, each student is supportDr. Brenda Rickett
Executive Director of ed so he or she can learn at
Teaching & Learning high levels, and each student demonstrates learning
Alabaster City Schools at high levels” (Blackburn,
2008).
In a Learning Sciences Marzano Center Monograph
written by Robert Marzano and Michael Toth, they
state that “although teachers may have new standardsaligned textbooks, a carefully revised curriculum, and
standards-based assessments, few teachers feel prepared, in terms of a well-developed pedagogy, to teach
rigorous new standards”. Much research on rigor in
the classrooms includes the element of engagement –
how students interact with and process the content.
Participants in CCRS were provided a handout Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol that provides questions
that are helpful as we organize, plan and implement
curriculums throughout our system. These can provide a level for support for teachers as they move toward purposeful planning.
•
In what ways does this build on students’ previous knowledge?
•
What are all the ways the task (or objective, or
essential question, or learning target) can be solved (or
achieved)?
•
How will the students work to explore this task?
Independently? In small groups? In pairs?
•
What questions will you ask to focus their thinking?
•
What will you see or hear that lets you know
how students are thinking?
•
What questions will you ask to assess students’
understanding?

•
What questions will you ask to encourage students to share their thinking with others?
•
How will you orchestrate the class discussion so
that you accomplish your goals?
Many of these questions are commonplace in our
thinking but including them in our curriculum discussions provides great benefit. As we move through
buildings and in/out of classrooms, looking for how
these questions are developed in classroom activities
can provide a gauge for our teachers are on this “more
rigorous” journey.
The Marzano monograph is available at http://
www.marzanocenter.com/files/Teaching-for-Rigor-20140318.pdf. And, of course, more information
on the CCRS handouts is available through the ALSDE.
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You’re Invited to Join Us

SM

for the

46th Annual CLAS Convention
Conference Features:

LEAD TO

•
•
•
•
•

Networking Opportunities
Distinguished Speakers
Numerous Session Options
Motivational Presentations
PLU Credits

•

“Manage Your Message to Maximize
Your Impact” with Rehema Ellis
“More Than a Bird” with Elizabeth Huntley
“Rally the Whole Village: Parental
Engagement and Empowerment”
with Cynthia “Mama J” Johnson

Succeed Notable Sessions:
•
•

#clasconv17

The most important professional development experience for
Alabama’s current and future school administrators!
Register Online

2 0 1 7 C L AS C o n v e n t i o n
June 11-14, 2017
Riverview Plaza Hotel and
Mobile Convention Center
Mobile, Alabama

www.clasleaders.org

Earn Credits
Toward a PLU !

Standard I: Planning for
Continuous Improvement

Standard II: Teaching
and Learning

Standard IV: Diversity

Standard VII: Management of
the Learning Organization
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